
MIESZKANIE NA PARTERZE 2 BEDROOMS IN 
MANILVA

 Manilva

REF# V4742488 246.800 €

BEDS

2

BATHS

0

BUILT

83 m²

TERRACE

14 m²

New Development: Prices from €246,800 to €456,000. [Bedrooms: 2 – 3] [Bathrooms: 0 – 2] [Built size: 
83m2 – 136m2].
2 bedroom homes next to the sea in Manilva

When you decide to take a few days to rest, to forget the day to day work, the city and stress, it is often said 
that these are days of disconnection. But in this place we want to raise this term to its maximum power. In 
your new home in the area of Manilva you will be surrounded by what really matters: nature, sea and your 
loved ones, thanks to the tranquility of living away from an electric, fast and routine life.
Your main neighbor will be the sea, a quiet neighbor, whose sound does not bother, but relaxes, which you 
can visit whenever you want thanks to its proximity and that will welcome you with a smile as wide as the 
beaches in the area. Your new home will be tailor-made for you, in a complex of 2-bedroom homes, 
parking, sea views and communal gardens. Sea, nature and more than 300 days a year of sunshine come 
together in a residential of more than 14,000 square meters. Discover a corner of peace and harmony by 
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the sea in the "New Golden Mile".
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